
The DarkUFO Lost Fantasy League Official 
Rule Book



INTRODUCTION
Hello and thank you for your interest in the DarkUFO Lost Fantasy League!  
Whether you are competing in the League or simply following along on your 
own for the heck of it, this official rule book will provide you with a full 
explanation of all 33 point categories that we are using for the run of Season 
4.

Who’s Behind the Lost Fantasy League?
The idea for the Lost Fantasy League was conceived by DarkUFO.  He wanted 
to come up with a way to merge two very popular things: Fantasy Sports 
and Lost.  With a little help from G-Man, who also serves as host for Fantasy 
Updates, the League was put together in just over a month’s time and over 
2,300 contestants are taking part.

What Characters Are Involved?
Here is a listing of all 35 characters in the League and their groupings:

What Counts For Points?
Anything occurring in the “Previously on Lost” segment at the beginning of 
an episode does not count for points.  Similarly, anything seen in the preview 
for the next episode will not count for points.  Only the events occurring 
within the actual episode itself will count for points.  This means from the 
opening shot until LOST appears on screen at the end, anything and 
everything is fair game, including things that happen in dreams, 
hallucinations and Island visions.



EPISODE PARTICULARS

ATTENDANCE POINTS:

Character Appears in the Episode  (+5 points)
This is the most basic of the points categories- characters that appear in a 
given episode are awarded 5 points just for showing up.  In order for a 
character to receive these points, they must visually appear in the episode.  
This means that they must be physically present or appear in either a video 
or still image during the runtime of the episode.

Character Does NOT Appear in the Episode (-5 points)
Not every character makes it into every episode of Lost.  To make your 
roster selections more meaningful, characters will incur a 5 point deduction 
for not showing up.  Performance is tied to attendance.  Playing hooky will be 
punished.

FIRSTS & LASTS:

First Person on Screen (+15 points)
The first League character to appear on screen in a given episode will be 
awarded with 15 points.  In the past (but not always), being the first to 
appear on screen has been has been a clue to the centricity of the episode or 
a way to show that this character will play a larger role in the events about 
to unfold.  

If the first character on screen is not a League character, then the first 
League character to show up will win these points.

First on Screen points can be shared by no more than two League 
characters.  If more than two League characters are the first to appear in an 
episode, then no points will be awarded.  



Last Person on Screen (+10 points)
As with the first person to appear on screen, the last person to appear in an 
episode can sometimes be significant, whether as a clue or as a sign of 
growth in that character through the current episode.  For these reasons, the 
last League character on screen will be awarded with 10 points.

If the last character on screen is not a League character, then the last 
League character to appear will win these points.

Last on Screen points can be shared by no more than two League characters.  
If more than two League characters are the last to appear in an episode, 
then no points will be awarded.

First Line in Episode (+10 points)
These points are directly tied to the very first lines spoken in the episode.  If 
a League character speaks the first line of the episode, then they will be 
awarded 10 points for doing so.  If the first line of the episode it uttered by a 
non-League character, then no points will be awarded.

Crying, moaning and screaming do not count as a line of dialogue.  Only the 
first intelligible spoken line will count for First Line points.

Last Line in Episode (+5 points)
If a League character speaks the first line of the episode, then they will be 
awarded 10 points for doing so.  If the first line of the episode it uttered by a 
non-League character, then no points will be awarded.

Crying, moaning and screaming do not count as a line of dialogue.  Only the 
first intelligible spoken line will count for First Line points.



FLASHBACK/CENTRICITY POINTS

TYPES OF FLASHBACKS:

Off-Island Flashback (+15 points)
An off-Island flashback is the traditional flashback format used on Lost.  It is 
a linear narrative taking place at some point in the character’s past and 
occurs before they came to the Island.

On-Island Flashback (+10 points)
An on-Island flashback is typically a linear narrative taking place in a 
character’s past but occurs between the time they came to the Island and 
the present.  It has most often been used as a means to explain where a 
character has been upon returning from an extended absence from the show.

Flashforward (+20 points)
This is the newest play on the flashback device and offers a glimpse into a 
character’s future, taking place some point after the assumed rescue that will 
take place at some point.  For Season 4, on-Island and off-Island 
flashforwards will be awarded with the same amount of points.



Montage (+10 points)
A montage incorporates two or more of the above flashback devices or the 
timeline of the flash sequences are not connected in a traditional linear 
narrative fashion.  This means that an episode containing flash segments 
both on and off the Island or in the past and the future are only awarded 10 
points for splitting up the action.  Also, episodes taking place all in one 
timeframe are considered montage if the flashes do not connect together to 
form a distinct linear narrative.  

Flashbacks (and flashforwards) are like puzzles.  These storytelling devices 
typically all piece together to form their own cohesive story.  Episodes that 
do not use flashes to tell a complete story are, in a sense, being punished by 
receiving fewer points.

Examples of Montages:

 Greatest Hits- This final Charlie-centric episode uses the flashbacks to 
highlight various moments of his life instead of telling a complete 
story.

 Exposé- Nikki and Paulo’s only centric episode plays out both on and 
off the Island.  

 The Glass Ballerina- The events of Sun’s first flashback occur farther 
in the past than the rest and also have no direct influence on the rest 
of the episode.



EPISODE CENTRICITY (+25 POINTS):

Defining Episode Centricity
Normally, episode centricity is easy to determine.  In most cases, a single 
character is the focus of the flashbacks and/or flashforwards.  In these 
situations, the character having the flashbacks and/or flashforwards receives 
centricity points for the episode.

Sometimes, however, more than one character has shared the flashbacks of 
an episode.  Couples and duos like Sun & Jin, Michael & Walt, and Nikki & 
Paulo share the flashes during a few episodes, while a handful of episodes 
have featured single flashbacks for multiple characters (Exodus Parts 1 & 2).

In these rare instances, a character will need to have a minimum of two 
flashbacks during a multi-centric episode in order to receive centricity points.

APPEARING IN FLASHBACKS/FLASHFORWARDS:

Character Appears in Someone Else’s Flashback (+15 points)
Lost is known for its character crossovers.  Nearly every main character has 
popped up in at least one other character’s flashback or flashforward.  It 
serves to emphasize the interconnectivity that surrounds us all in life.  
People we would otherwise consider a stranger may have been there in the 
background at another point in your life.

When a League character appears in the flashback of another character, they
will earn 15 points.  If their role in the flashback is intentionally recurring, 
then no further points will be awarded during the episode.  If their role is not 
intentionally recurring, they may qualify for additional points for appearing in 
the flashbacks.  G-Man and DarkUFO will have the final say on these 
matters.

Character Appears in Someone Else’s Flashforward (+25 points)
The same rules apply here as with appearing in someone else’s flashback.  
The point value is higher for appearing in someone else’s flashforwards 
though, because flashforwards are still very new to us and can provide clues 
as to who gets off the Island.



ENCOUNTERS, DICOVERIES, AND VISITS

ENCOUNTERS:

Character Encounters a Polar Bear (+50 points)
Only encounters with real polar bears will count for points.  Polar bears 
appearing as stuffed animals or in pictures/illustrations will not qualify for 
points.  It must be/have been a living, breathing polar bear.

If a character encounters a deceased polar bear, it has to be very apparent 
that the dead creature’s remains are that of a polar bear.  A pile of bones will 
not count as polar bear remains unless they are readily identifiable as those
of a polar bear (i.e.- a skull or white fur would have to be distinctly visible).

Character Encounters Jacob (+40 points)
League characters will receive points for any of the following actions that 
may involve Jacob:

 Seeing Jacob, however fleetingly

 Hearing Jacob speak

 Communicating with Jacob

An encounter with Jacob begins the first time any of the above actions occur.  
To end an encounter, a character must establish a visible presence away 
from Jacob and his immediate vicinity.  If we see Ben talking to Jacob just 
before the commercial break and after the break he is with Jacob again, this 
will be considered part of the initial encounter.

Jacob will not and cannot receive points for encountering himself.  Only other 
characters may encounter him.

DarkUFO and G-Man have the final say on what is and is not an encounter 
with Jacob.



Character Encounters Smokey/Has an Island Vision  (+30 points)
Points will be automatically awarded when a character encounters the Black 
Smoke Monster as a cloud of black smoke.  All other situations where the 
monster is heard but not seen, or is seen manifested in another form, will be 
handled on an individual basis by DarkUFO and G-Man.

Because it can be difficult to discern whether or not an event is part of a 
dream or an Island vision, all potential Island visions will be individually 
judged and ruled upon by DarkUFO and G-Man.

Character Hears the Whispers (+30 points)
With their origins still unknown, the Whispers continue to be a great source 
of mystery on Lost.  Eerie and cryptic, these sounds are not regular 
occurrences.  Because of their rarity, hearing the Whispers is worth 30 
points.  There are only a few stipulations regarding Whisper points:

 Characters must be conscious and awake when the Whispers occur.

 If a group of characters is present when the whispers are heard, points 
will be awarded to all League characters present as long as it is evident 
that the Whispers were heard by more than just one person.

Just to be safe, all instances of the Whispers or what appears to be the 
Whispers will be ruled upon by DarkUFO and G-Man.



Character Uses or Encounters the Numbers  (+20 points)
The Numbers are everywhere.  They show up in one form or another in just 
about every episode.  Because any of the Numbers can appear at any given 
time, the following stipulations must be met to get Numbers points:

 While the Numbers are 4, 8, 15, 16, 23 and 42, we will also be 
counting 108 as one of the Numbers for the Season 4 League.

 League characters must use or encounter two or more of the Numbers 
at one time in order to get any points.  Seeing or saying one Number 
early in the episode and one at the end will not count for points.

 When the Numbers are encountered, a League character must at least 
partly on screen so that the character and the Numbers are both 
visible momentarily.  If it would not be possible to get a 
clear screencap of the two together, then no points will be awarded.

 The Bernard Rule: If a character says a preexisting combination of the 
Numbers, but states each numeral separately, points will still be 
awarded.  In “The Other 48 Days” Bernard states that he and the 
Tailies are the survivors of Flight eight-one-five instead of eight-fifteen.  
Since 815 is a preexisting combination of the Numbers in reference to 
Flight 815, Bernard still earned points.  Naturally occurring 
combinations of the Numbers will not earn points.  Example: Jack 
counting “one, two, three, four” would not qualify for points for a 
combination of 23 and 4.  The combination of Numbers must be 
deliberate.

Character Encounters or Uses a Widmore Product  (+15 points)
They’re only slipped in there every so often, but Widmore Products have 
become an Easter Egg to keep an eye out for.  Any League character seen 
onscreen with a Widmore product will receive 15 points.  These points are 
only good once per product per episode.



DISCOVERIES:

Character Discovers a New Person, Place or Thing  (+20 points)
At times, Lost can be a revolving door of new faces, locations and props.  
Sometimes these new things turn out to play a significant role in the series.  
Because there is almost always something new in every episode, the 
following criteria must be met to earn discovery points:

 The person, place or thing has to be found, discovered or encountered 
by a person who is unaware of its existence, regardless if we the 
viewers have seen it. This means there is no longer an “original 
discovery” rule. All League characters can earn points for discovering 
the same thing, provided that they had no prior knowledge of it.

 Characters must discover the new person, place or thing on their own. 
Being intentionally led to an object, person or place by someone who 
has seen them/it before or possess prior knowledge of them/it will NOT 
count for discovery points.

 The Goodwin Clause- League characters will NOT get points for new 
people who reveal themselves or make themselves known to said 
character. Goodwin sought out the Tail Section survivors, so Libby and 
Cindy cannot get points for discovering/encountering him. You have to 
find the person, they can’t find you.

 If a new person, place or thing is initially deemed insignificant but is 
later found to be a significant discovery, points will be awarded 
retroactively.

The significance of any new people, places or things will be ruled upon by 
DarkUFO and G-Man and can always be reevaluated as the season 
progresses.  All potential discoveries will be evaluated on a case by case 
basis.

Character Discovers a New DHARMA Station (+25 points)
If a League character discovers a new place and it also happens to be a 
DHARMA Initiative station, the discovery is worth an additional 25 points.  
DHARMA stations have become somewhat commonplace as the history of the 
Island is explored, so discovering these installations will be rewarded.  All the 
criteria for discovering a new place apply to new DHARMA stations.

NOTE: Not all DHARMA locations serve as stations (otherwise known as 
hatches).  Only new stations will qualify for this point category.



Character Discovers a New DHARMA Film  (+25 points)
Nearly all of the DHARMA stations have had an accompanying orientation 
film, but this point category is not limited to just station orientation films.  
Any League character discovering a new DHARMA film will receive 25 points 
in addition to their points for discovering a new thing.  All the criteria for 
discovering a new thing apply to new DHARMA films.

VISITS:

Definition of a Visit
For the Season 4 Lost Fantasy League, a visit will begin the first time a 
League character is within eyesight of the following locations.  Once they are 
within eyesight of the location, the visit will continue as long as the character 
is judged to be within a reasonable proximity to the location.  The visit will 
be considered finished when the League character establishes a presence 
elsewhere.  This will be determined by DarkUFO and G-Man.

Visits will span the full duration of the League character’s stay at the 
location.  Visits fan flow across commercial breaks and between episodes.  
(Example: Jack, Kate and Sawyer would have earned visit points for the 
Hydra Island station in episode 3x01.  Because they stayed on Hydra Island 
for several episodes, they would not qualify for visit points for any of those 
other episodes)

Character Visits the Four-Toed Statue (+20 points)
We only saw it once, but the four-toed statue is bound to come back into 
play before the Lost comes to a close.  Any League character visiting the 
statue will earn 20 points per visit.

Character Visits the Black Rock (+15 points)
The Black Rock has only turned up in a few episodes, so it is still considered 
a rarity.  League characters will earn 15 points per visit.

Character Visits a DHARMA Location (+5 points)
The Island is covered with DHARMA Initiative facilities, ranging from stations, 
the barracks and even the Pala Ferry.  Each visit to any such DHARMA 
Initiative location will earn League characters 5 points.



INJURY AND DEATH DEDUCTIONS

INJURIES:

Character Injures Someone Else (-5 points)
Surely the most controversial ruling we’ve made, the LFL holds a zero 
tolerance policy for injuries.  If a League character physically harms another 
person they will lose 5 points per incident.  An injury is defined as any 
aggressive physical conflict regardless of severity or intent.  No points are 
lost for hurting animals.  Only people count.

DarkUFO and G-Man will rule on potential injuries on an individual basis.  All 
rulings are final unless otherwise expressed by them.

Character Gets Injured (-10 points)
If any League character is injured based on the above definition of an injury, 
they will lose 10 points per injury sustained.  In order for Fantasy Sports 
athletes to perform well for their teams they must avoid injury.  The same 
goes for the LFL.

Special Injury Note:
While League characters can lose points if a scene in which they are injured 
is shown again in later episodes, they can only lose points once per episode 
for that specific injury.

DEATH:

Character Kills Someone  (-20 points)
In accordance with our zero tolerance policy on violence, the penalty is 
severe for those who go so far as to take the life of another.  The LFL makes 
no distinction between premeditated or spontaneous murder, nor does it 
excuse murder as a means of self-defense.  Any League character that 
commits murder will lose 20 points.

Character is Killed or Dies  (-30 points)
What good to you is a League character if he or she dies?  The death of a 
League character is likely a huge momentum killer which will result in points 
lost for their absence in future episodes, but we are adding insult upon injury 
(or death in this case).  Any League character that dies will lose 30 points.



MISCELLANEOUS POINTS

Character Kisses Someone or Gets Kissed (+20 points)
This is a very easy point category to understand.  If a League character 
kisses somebody or is kissed by somebody, they earn 20 points.  If two 
League characters share a kiss, each of them receives 20 points.
Character Has Sex (+15 points)
We’re obviously not going to see actual sex on TV, but from time to time we 
see enough action to let us know that a few Losties are getting busy.  Most
of the time, it is very obvious when two characters are about to engage in 
sex.  Sometimes it is implied that a couple has had sex.  All potential sex 
points, concrete and implied, will be ruled upon by DarkUFO and G-Man on 
an individual basis.

Character Has An Eye Close-Up (+5 points)
One of Lost’s staple features is the eye close-up.  These typically occur at the 
beginning of episodes but have also come after commercial breaks.  Any 
League character having an eye close-up earns 5 points.

Generic close-up shots of the whole head do not count.  Close-ups that 
straddle the line between generic and eye close-ups will be ruled upon by 
DarkUFO and G-Man on an individual basis.

Character Watches a DHARMA Film (+5 points)
Where there are DHARMA stations, there are typically DHARMA orientation 
films.  As long as a League character watches a portion of a DHARMA film, 
they will receive the 5 points.


